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Abstract. Spherical conformational landscape model was revisited to include yet another class of cyclic
compounds; the derivatives of cyclohexane. The updated model is not only capable of explaining Raman
spectral features in ﬂuxional cyclopentane but is also capable of revealing similarities between cyclopentane
and cyclohexane derivatives for the ﬁrst time. At the heart of the model lies the aspect of B/T ring coordinates
(B/T conformational platform) that represents different levels of puckering (q). DFT-xb97xd/6-311 ? G*
computations conﬁrmed by MP2/aug cc-pVTZ computations were used to fully investigate 16 different
derivatives of both cyclohexane and cyclopentane. Intrinsic reaction coordinate, IRC, computations were
performed to gain insight into patterned inter-platform pathways connecting ring coordinates. These pathways
revealed the coupling strength between bent/boat, B, and twist, T, ring coordinates. The coupling is found to
be stronger for cyclopentane compared to cyclohexane. Some spectral features in the overlap region near
1400 cm-1 show promising signs on spin–spin relaxation, T2, mechanism. The work opens up an avenue for
conformational studies of medium-sized rings. Also, ongoing studies to unravel potential relationships
between conformational ﬂexibility and bioactivity of cyclic compounds are underway.
Keywords. Spherical conformational landscape model; Raman spectral features; ﬂuxional nature;
bent/boat(B); twist(T); B/T ring coordinates; spin–spin relaxation (T2), bioactivity.

1. Introduction
Ring ﬂipping in cyclohexane has been known for
many years. The twist and boat conformers, some
5.5–7 kcal/mol less stable, has been proposed to be
responsible for the mechanism of ring ﬂipping.1–11
Cyclopentane with its high gaseous entropy and heat
capacity has also been known to have two distinct
twists and bent conformations. A dynamic conformational switch in cyclopentane, so-called pseudorotation, has been suggested to explain ﬂuxional nature
and diffused line shape in its spectral data.12–17
However, few attempts have been made to compare
*For correspondence

these two cyclic molecules and see how the conformational dynamics are related.
A spherical conformational landscape for
cyclopentane and its derivatives were proposed in
2016.18 In that model we classiﬁed the 20 conformers
into 4 distinct classes and the pseudorotation coordinates into two concentric ring coordinates. The latter
include bent (B) and twist (T) coordinates based on the
puckering amplitude or q for bent and twist conformers respectively. While the phase u is deﬁned as
free pseudorotation along the circumference of the
ring coordinates, we successfully used our model to
compare different cyclopentane derivatives and introduced Raman spectral region 1100–1600 cm-1 (commonly called D/G band region and referred to as B/T
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band region here), as a clear ﬁngerprint for conformational dynamics in cyclopentane and some represented derivatives. Here we try to show how the
reﬁned version of spherical conformational landscape
works also the exact same way for cyclohexane and
potentially other cyclic molecules. Differences
between cyclopentane and cyclohexane and their
derivatives as well as other cyclic molecules simply lie
on a model which reproduce conformational dynamics
and their relative stabilities. Further work is underway
to look for models that can successfully explain different patterns in Raman spectra for medium-sized
rings as well. Many naturally occurring ﬁve and sixmembered rings are also being investigated to see if
Raman spectra and a reﬁned spherical conformational
landscape model can predict roots for biological
activity and possible insight on drug design based on
their conformational properties.
For cyclopentane, previously introduced wheel
models,12 and recent modiﬁed versions,16,17 lacked the
idea of separating cast of conformers and their relevant
interconversions. For cyclohexane, however, only few
studies have addressed the pseudorotation in transition
state 19,20 and almost none have explained what it has
to do with diffused line shapes. To the best of our
knowledge, a ﬁrst-time pseudorotation model is
introduced that can unify the observed and known
properties of both cyclopentane and cyclohexane and
their derivatives.

2. Computational methods
All computations were done at the DFT-xb97xd/6311 ? G* level of theory,21–25 using gaussian g09
package,26 the reliability of the method was further
checked for some conformers at both extremes of
stability with MP2/aug cc-pVTZ. The choice for DFTxb97xd/6-311 ? G* was made due to our previous
report on cyclopentane and reliable C-H bond length
as well as the geometries obtained. MP2/aug cc-pVTZ,
as were the case with cyclopentane, offered very slight
changes and huge computational cost for the numerous
conformers studied. Computations were done for all
conformer of cyclohexane and its many derivatives as
well as for all conformers of other new derivatives
presented here for cyclopentane. Intrinsic Reaction
Coordinate (IRC) computations were performed to
gain inside into the coupling strength between bent, B,
and twist, T, ring coordinates. The data was used to
build the interplay patterns between the two ring
coordinates for cyclohexane and its derivatives as
well.
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3. Results and Discussions
The ﬂuxional nature of cyclopentane is not a unique
attribute as previously claimed,12,16 rather it’s a result
of the introduced torsion in a twist and bent conformers for cyclohexane and cyclopentane respectively. In cyclohexane, the B/T ring coordinates are
not populated that much due to more stable chair
conformers that are highly populated in the ground
state. However, for cyclopentane, all possible conformers are on the B/T ring coordinates, trapping this
beautiful molecule in a constant ultrafast ﬂip ﬂop
known as pseudorotation. Deciphering the nature of
this populated rovibrational state and its tight relation
to Raman spectra (D/G band region) is the main
question to be addressed here.
The origin of torsional strain in the cyclic compounds has only appeared in recent literature. Electron
momentum distribution EMDs is used to address
conformational populations.27 Cyclopentane has been
shown to fulﬁl a pseudorotational wheel conformation
model based on EMD experiments backed up with
MD calculations.28 Aksnes et al., also showed that biexponential decay behavior can be observed for
cyclohexane spin–spin T2 relaxation in free versus
conﬁned cyclohexane in MCM-41 and similar mesoporous materials.29–31 In our previous publication, we
also showed that freezing can induce such restrictions
on cyclopentane pseudorotation and thus sharpen its
diffused spectral line shape. The phenomenological
model presented here is reﬁned version of the spherical conformational landscape introduced back in
2016, but there are a few very important changes
before we discuss the success of the model in
explaining the spectral data. The B/T ring coordinates
separation is meant to reveal puckering differences is
between the conformers (Figure 1). However, the
energy difference is small and the puckering difference for B/T coordinates can be traced out in the
Raman spectra. The phase u is believed to be a
quantum Brownian motion,32,33 which serves to minimize the torsional strain along the entire carbonic
ring. Two rings are strongly coupled to one another
and the coupling can also be clearly seen in the conformational interconversions as represented by the
model. Studies on 1H NMR spectra of cyclic compounds are well-documented,34 and the 3JHH and 1JHH
couplings for cyclohexane and cyclopentane have
fully been analyzed. However, the C-H charge transfer
due to changes in hyperconjugation between B and T
conformers, can only be seen in Raman spectral which
provide information on carbon hybridization and
planarity.
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Figure 1. Spherical conformational landscape for cyclohexane vs. cyclopentane (Top). Topical views for Spherical
conformational landscape, SCL’s, with color codes pertaining to twist wing, bent/boat wing and the overlapping region.
(bottom). (Reprinted from our publication18 with modiﬁcations and extensions to include cyclohexane, copyright 2016
Elsevier publishing Co.).

First, the conformational landscape model is presented for both cyclohexane and cyclopentane with
some comparisons. First cyclohexane and its derivatives will be considered and then we move to
cyclopentane where the ﬂuxional nature is hardly

affected unless in solid-state or with highly restricting
substituents. The spherical conformational landscape
model is presented in both spherical and topical view
in Figure 1 and the most evident difference lies in the
lack of any conformers for cyclopentane equivalent to

Figure 2. 6-pointed star SCL for 1,2,3 all-trans trimethyl cyclohexane with labelling the conformers along ring
coordinates (left). 10-pointed star SCL for methyl cyclopentane with labelling the conformers along ring coordinates (right)
(Conformers for all 16 derivatives are numbered according to the schemes shown here).
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Table 1. Energies for conformers (as indicated by letters in their SCL’s as in Figure 2) of all 10 cyclohexane derivatives. These energies are used to build the
connection patterns between B/T ring coordinates in SCL’s presented in Figure 3. (Conﬁgurations of substituents are given for compounds as cis/trans whereas
conformational relations gauch/anti are more reﬂected in energies as can be seen in Figure 2, where Twist ring conformers become energetically favorable and thus more
populated).
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Cyclopentanone

1-Methyl cyclopentene
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Table 2. Energies for conformers (as indicated by letters in their SCL’s as in Figure 2) of all 6 cyclopentane derivatives. These energies are used to build the connection
patterns between B/T ring coordinates in SCL’s presented in Figure 4. (Conﬁgurations of substituents are given for compounds as cis/trans whereas conformational
relations gauch/anti are more reﬂected in energies as can be seen in Figure 2, where Twist ring conformers become energetically favorable and thus more populated).
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Figure 3. Comparisons of SCL models to 1100–1600 cm-1 band in the relevant Raman spectra for 10 different
derivatives of cyclohexane. (Note the strong ﬂuxional nature, particularly in twist wing for some derivatives).

stable chair conformers of cyclohexane. This is the
reason, why the molecule is in a constant buzz (ﬂuxional) at its ground state. Leutwyler et al., found the
strength of external rotation to be 10-4 times smaller
than the pseudo rotational buzz.17 Yet the substituent
effect can disturb and even in some cases hinder this
ﬂuxional nature (as was shown in our previous work).
The model presented here can successfully interpret
the observed Raman spectra of almost all different substituents of cyclopentane and cyclohexane. The colors
are used to simply emphasize the location of T (in
orange) and B (in blue) ring coordinates, while the
overlap region is colored in yellowish-green. There is one
more subtle change between the model for cyclopentane
and cyclohexane and that is the intertwined nature of
lines connecting the conformers in two ring coordinates
for cyclopentane. This intertwined lines for cyclopentane
mean a stronger, hard to be affected, coupling between T
and B ring coordinates compared to cyclohexane. This
stronger coupling gives the most diffused peak in the
overlap region, supported by the fact that all 6 points of
the cyclohexane SCL star must be covered to complete a
full turn around the ring coordinates, while only 3.33
points of cyclopentane SCL star are enough to cover a
full turn around its ring coordinates.
The topical views of SCL for two selected substituents are given in Figure 2, with the conformers
labelled around ring coordinates. Tables 1 and 2

provide the energies of all these conformers in cyclohexane and cyclopentane respectively. For all spectral
comparisons, a topical SCL is shown which bolds the
features of spectra and helps one to compare disturbances in SCL and corresponding Raman spectrum.
As mentioned before, cyclohexane itself does not
show a ﬂuxional nature which is also evident in its
Raman spectrum (Figure 3, top). However, in some
derivatives where one of the chair conformers lies close
to boat/twist ring coordinates, this conformational
platform becomes easily accessible and the twist ring
in, particular, becomes populated (clearly seen as a rise
in the intensity of the twist wing peak in the spectrum).
For 1,2 trans dimethyl cyclohexane and 1,2,3 all-trans
trimethyl cyclohexane, where the twist ring coordinate
is energetically favorable along its entire circumference, the twist wing gives a distinctly diffused peak
indicating a ﬂuxional nature. It is noteworthy that the
main driving force for a populated twist rings are the
favorable gauch/anti interactions possible in twist
conformers for the above-mentioned structure with
certain cis/trans conﬁguration (Figure 2, left panel).
This ﬂuxional nature also owes its diffusion to the
disrupted boat ring coordinate which further populates
the twist ring (Figure 3, top). One can see an increasing
split appears in this twist wing when moving from 1,2
trans dimethyl cyclohexane to 1,4 trans dimethyl
cyclohexane in the twist rings due to its growing
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Figure 4. Comparisons of SCL models to 1100–1600 cm-1 band in the relevant Raman spectra for 6 different derivatives
of cyclopentane.

disruption (Figure 3, left column). Another distinct
feature in the Raman spectrum is a triplet peak around
1400 cm-1 when three points in the SCL stars are
active (Figure 3, middle column). Based on Hubbard
diffusion model the shape of these triplets can be
classiﬁed. Spin–spin T2 relaxations behavior can be
analyzed based on these shapes for both cyclohexane
and cyclopentane, which will be discussed later. Oxygen bearing Cyclohexane derivatives will range from
Tetrahydropyran with the populated twist wing, to
cyclohexanone with populated but distinctly split twist
wing, to 1,4 Dioxane. The latter clearly shows signs of
restricted boat/twist platform that cannot be accessed
and populated easily (Figure 3, right column). It is
interesting that a restricted B/T platform in 1,4 Dioxane
can show a similar spectrum as in Cyclohexane itself.
So, while the substituents can switch on the B/T platform through populating twist, they can also severely
disrupt B/T platform, thus switching it off.
Cyclopentane is in constant buzz, and in contrast to
cyclohexane which can have switched off B/T platform,

cyclopentane ﬂuxional nature is hardly affected and can
only be frozen in severely restricted cases. Simple alkyl
substituents can only disrupt the bent ring coordinate
and the overlap region (Figure 4, left column). Oxygen
bearing substituents can split the twist wing. This
splitting becomes more profound as the bent ring
coordinate becomes restricted (Figure 4, right column).
A synergic pattern of depleted bent and populated twist
conformers is evident for some cyclopentane derivatives, in the B/T platform B/T. Methyl cyclopentane and
1-methyl Cyclopentene apparently demonstrate this
feature both in the SCLs and Raman spectra (Figure 4).
Severe restriction of cyclopentane pseudorotation
happens in some derivatives containing phenyl rings.
Such restrictions can also occur upon going to the solid
phase, this change accompanies sharpening of the
otherwise diffused Raman line shapes (an elaborate
discussion of this is discussed in our previous work).
It was mentioned that T2 relaxation for cyclohexane
decay in two modes. Here we classify substituents of
both cyclopentane, and cyclohexane based on the
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Figure 5. Distinct shapes (given in inlay boxes) of triplet
peaks near 1400 cm-1 in Raman spectra reveal decay
behavior for T2 relaxation based on Hubbard diffusion
model. (Biexponential T2 relaxation decays has already
been reported for conﬁned cyclohexane in MCM-41
mesoporous materials29).

shape of triplets in overlap region to deduce the T2
relaxations and the exponential behavior for such
relaxation. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of restriction
on biexponential behavior of T2 spin–spin relaxation,
in selected substituents for both cyclopentane and
cyclohexane. There are ongoing MD computations on
this issue to provide more insight on the nature of T2
relaxation mechanism and its relevance to ﬂuxional
dynamics of these molecules.
There is also ongoing research with medical collaborates in a joint effort to unravel any biological
activities in compounds containing 5 and 6 membered
rings. Fused cyclic compounds like cedorol and its
derivatives, form an entire class of bioactive compounds. Conformational studies combined with a
clinical search for bioactivity paves a promising path,
that will paint the big picture towards a bright future.
How does nature exploit such conformational mobilities like ﬂuxional nature to design bioactive molecules? And can this ﬂuxional nature be tailored to
funnel desirable dynamics in the biological context?
These are the questions to be addressed later.
4. Conclusions
In this work, we have tried to show that ﬂuxional
nature is not unique to cyclopentane, and all cyclic
molecules may share a very similar conformational
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landscape as presented for cyclopentane and cyclohexane as well as their derivatives. Spherical conformational landscape model was reﬁned to include sixmembered rings. The B/T platform and its accessibility successfully explained both the differences and
similarities between cyclopentane and cyclohexane as
well as their derivatives. Many derivatives were
studied, and the reliability of the spherical conformational landscape was conﬁrmed by 1100–1600 cm-1
band in their Raman spectra while providing new
insights on the effect of substituents on the ﬂuxional
nature of the B/T platform. Similar modiﬁcations of
the model are expected to provide far more simple and
meaningful conformational platforms for larger cyclic
compounds mainly referred to as the medium-sized
rings. Classifying conformers into distinct conformational platforms (B/T ring coordinates here) and patterned inter-platform pathways, plays a crucial role to
seek out distinct conformational dynamics for medium-sized rings. Such distinct conformational
dynamics are expected to be present in
1100–1600 cm-1 region of relevant Raman spectra for
medium-sized rings. The ability to bold certain
dynamical behavior in medium-sized rings, with their
numerous conformers, would revolutionize our
understanding of their ubiquitous presence in the
scaffold of many natural products. Ongoing MD
studies on the exact physical origin of ﬂuxional nature
would potentially reveal the underpinning dynamics
for cyclic molecules and their beautiful chemistry in
the near future.
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